In this work, we exploit the regression trees-based ranking model, which has been successfully applied in the domain of web-search ranking, to build appearance models for face alignment. The model is an ensemble of regression trees which is learned with gradient boosting. The MCT (Modified Census Transform) as well as its unbinarized version PCT (Pseudo Census Transform) are used as features due to their robustness to illumination changes. To avoid the overfitting problem in gradient boosting, we use random trees to initialize the boosting. The Nelder Mead's simplex method is applied for fitting the learned model. We compare the proposed regression trees-based pointwise ranking model to pairwise ranking model. Experiments show that the proposed model improves both robustness and accuracy for face alignment.
Introduction
Facial image analysis has found its application in various fields including security, entertainment, multimedia indexing, human-machine interaction, etc. Essentially, as the first step for facial image analysis, face image registration (a.k.a. face alignment) has a large impact on the robustness and quality of the later processes. Face alignment has been studied for several decades, yet it is still an open problem which suffers from the confounding factors of intrinsic and extrinsic imaging conditions. Due to these challenges, face alignment is still an interesting research problem and receives increasing attention. In particular, deformable model based face alignment became very popular since the invention of the Active Shape Model (ASM) [3] and the Active Appearance Model (AAM) [4] . Numerous successful application systems have been developed based on the deformable model.
As one of the early deformable model, the ASM models the distribution of the target's shape and profile texture. An important extension of the ASM is the AAM [4] , in which the texture inside the shape convex hull models the appearance of the face. The model combines constraints on both shape and texture by learning generative statistical models. However, generative appearance modeling in the AAM suffers from generalization problem as claimed and demonstrated in [11] .
The generalization problem of the deformable model fitting has been intensively studied in the community. Most solutions tend to build discriminative appearance models to replace the generative model. For example, Tresadern et al. [18] learn a discriminative appearance model via boosted regression. While Liu [11] proposes a Boosted Appearance Model (BAM) based on boosting weak classifiers using Haar features. The resulting BAM is able to distinguish between correct and incorrect alignment. Fitting a BAM is done by maximizing the strong classifier score function subject to the model shape parameters. This model is further extended in [7] , by using the PCT feature for boosting a more robust BAM against illumination changes.
Boosting discriminative models based on classification has its own drawback as the positive and negative samples are highly imbalanced. Furthermore, the learned score function does not guarantee smoothness and concavity in the neighborhood of the real solution. Optimizing such a score function with local optimizer is prone to local maxima. In [19, 21] , Ranking-based Appearance Models (RAM) are investigated by boosting the score function in a pairwise ordinal classification way. This model ensures that the score function returns a higher value if the current alignment is closer to the ground truth than the others in the shape parameter space. A local optimizer benefits from such a model as the gradient of the learned score function is constrained to the same direction towards the ground truth.
In this work, we compare two ranking-based appearance models. The first ranking appearance model learns a ranking function via pairwise ordinal classification as proposed in [19] . However, we apply the pairwise RankSVM [8] over the PCT features to build weak rankers, and the final strong ranking function is combined by boosting weak rankers. The second model is proposed in which we formulate the ranking problem with regression trees. The gradient boosted regression trees (GBRT) are used to learn the appearance model as it achieves top results in the domain of web-search ranking [12] . To overcome the drawbacks of GBRT, e.g. prone to overfitting and slow convergence rate, we train Random Forests (RF) and use its outputs as the initial estimation for GBRT learning. In the second model, both the PCT features and the MCT features are used for appearance representation, as a derivativefree local optimizer is applied for face alignment. Experimental results show that the regression trees-based RAM achieves superior results than the pairwise ordinal classification model. The initialization step for GBRT learning results in a very robust face alignment, which improves the performance about 23.5% − 35.6% on different data-sets compared to the model based on pairwise ordinal classification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe the face model representation in Section 2. The details of learning two RAMs are presented in Section 3. The experimental setup and results are discussed in Section 4, and we give concluding remarks in Section 5.
Face Model
The presented models include a shape model and an appearance model. As with the conventional ASM and AAM, we use a generative shape model. However, the appearance model is constructed independently from the shape model in a discriminative manner.
Shape Model
A generative linear shape model is used to describe the distribution of the shape of faces:
This model is known as the Point Distribution Model (PDM) which was broadly applied in statistical deformable models [3, 4] . Here s is a shape vector represented by a set of landmarks by stacking the coordinates of each. The landmarks,
..,l , are placed over the fiducial facial feature points and the face contours. s 0 defines the mean shape, and s i represents the i-th shape basis. p = [p 1 , . . . , p n ] is the shape parameter vector. The mean shape and the shape basis are learned from an annotated training set via Principal Component Analysis (PCA) after a normalization step using the Procrustes analysis.
Feature Representation for Appearance Model
In the AAM [4] , the texture of a face image is represented as the image intensity inside the convex hull of the face shape. There are many methods for extracting the texture, among which piecewise affine warping is the simplest one. This approach applies the Delaunay triangulation on the mean shape s 0 and the shape s and obtains a base mesh (Figure 1(a) ) and an instance mesh (Figure 1(b) ). A non-linear mapping function W(x; p) is defined which maps pixel x in the instance mesh to the base mesh. A shape-free image I(W(x; p)) ( Figure 1(c) ) is obtained by warping a face image I with such a warping. We extract local features from the shape-free images to build our appearance models.
MCT Features
The local illumination variations are also modeled in the AAM. Scott et al. [16] enhanced the appearance model by using local image structures to further mitigate the impact of illumination variations. In this work we apply the Modified Census Transform (MCT) to extract local image structures. The MCT was originally proposed in [6] for developing a rapid and robust face detection algorithm. It is a non-parametric transform inspired by the Census Transform, which was first introduced by Zabih and Woodfill [20] for texture analysis. The transform is defined as a set of 3 × 3 kernels which captures the local spatial structure of an image. It compares the pixel intensities between all the pixels of the 3 × 3 neighborhood and the mean intensity of all the pixels of the neighborhood. More formally, we defineĪ(x) as the average of the pixel intensities in a 3 × 3 local spatial neighborhood N(x) of the pixel x. The MCT generates an ordered bit string indicating which pixels in N(x) have an intensity lower than I(x). Let ζ (Ī(x), I(y)) = 1 ifĪ(x) < I(y) be the comparison function and ⊗ be the concatenation operator, then the transform is defined as: Γ(x) = ⊗ y∈N ζ (Ī(x), I(y)). Figure 2 (b) shows a sample output of the MCT. It has been proven that the transform is fast and very robust to illumination changes.
PCT Features
Inspired by the MCT, an unbinarized version of census transform is proposed to build robust discriminative appearance models for face alignment in [7] . The unbinarized census transform is named as the pseudo census transform (PCT). The PCT feature ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ K ) is a K dimensional vector extracted from the pixel values in a √ K × √ K neighborhood centered at x = (r, c), and subtracted with the local mean. We fix K = 9 as in [7] . The PCT feature ϕ is obtained by ordering the K filter responses of a filter bank plotted in Figure 2 (c) at position (r, c). Figure 2 (c) plots the K filter masks, where white corresponds to the positive element and gray corresponds to the negative elements. Figure 2(d) shows the PCT-filter responses of a shape-free image. Note that the responses of the filters are equivalent to the PCT feature values. This enables us to define K image templates A k=1,...,K with the filter mask placed at position x = (r, c) for one PCT feature. The inner product between the template and the warped image is equivalent to computing the filter responses:
3 Learning Ranking Appearance Models
Pairwise Ordinal Classification-based RAM
A ranking model is considered to be a good option to learn a local maximum free objective function. Ideally, the model returns higher value if the corresponding shape parameter is closer to the ground truth than the other one:
where p 2 p 1 means p 2 is superior to p 1 or p 2 − p 0 < p 1 − p 0 , p 0 corresponds to the shape parameter of ground truth. Equation 2 ensures the learned ranking model is a unimodal objective function with its maximum located exactly at p 0 . Gentleboost is appied for boosting weak rankers as in [19] . Equation 2 suggests that the ranking function F can be formulated as a classification problem. More precisely, if we define a classifier H(p 1 ,
Note that here we ignore the tie case. The classifier H implies whether or not switching from p 1 to p 2 constitutes an alignment improvement. In the boosting framework, we assume H to be an additive model:
. f m is the m-th weak ranking function that is defined as:
Note that f m (p) is continuous within (−0.5, 0.5), the atan() function is used to ensure both discriminability and derivability. Please also note that the PCT is used as feature in this model as we want to have a differentiable ranking function for gradient-based optimization. The S(·) is a sigmoid function, which normalizes the raw PCT feature values into a range of (0, 1) before the linear projection defined by a projection vector w m learned with 
Normalize the weights such that ∑ w = 1 8 end 9 return F = ∑ M m=1 f m RankSVM [8] . The threshold t m needs to be determined during boosting. The strong ranking function is again assumed to be an additive model: 
x (2) and their corresponding label as z = +1. The boosting procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. Equation 5 denotes that in each iteration a weak ranking function f m is found by fitting weighted least squares. Fitting the learned model to a novel image is done by maximizing Equation 4 in the sense of gradient ascent.
Pointwise Regression Trees-based RAM
The pointwise ranking function learning is a popular trend and achieved remarkable results in information retrieval domain [12] . The approaches based on gradient boosting regression trees enjoyed their great success for learning ranking function with pointwise data [10, 12] .
Gradient Boosted Regression Trees
Gradient Boosted Regression Trees (GBRT) [5] is a machine learning technique which is based on tree averaging. It iteratively adds shallow trees with biased estimation. Each iteration focuses on the data that is responsible for the current remaining regression error. We denote T (x i ) as the current prediction of sample x i , and y i as the corresponding ground truth response. We adopt square loss: L = 1 2 ∑ n i=1 (T (x i ) − y i ) 2 as the loss function as it is widely used in solving regression problems. The GBRT performs gradient descent to minimize the loss function in the data space x 1 , . . . , x n . During each iteration the current prediction T (x i ) is updated with a gradient descent step:
Algorithm 2: Random Forests initialized Gradient Boosted Regression Trees Data: D = {(x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n )}, Parameters: α, M B , d, K RF , M RF Result: The initialized Gradient Boosted Regression Trees T 1 F ← RandomForest(D, K RF , M RF ) 2 Initialization: r i = y i − F(x i ), i = 1, . . . , n 3 for t = 1 to M B do 4 Find the h t with the CART according to Equation 7;
where α > 0 denotes the learning rate. Thus a new tree h t (·) is chosen with its responses most highly correlated with the negative gradient − ∂ L ∂ T (x i ) over the data distribution:
As L is the squared loss, the gradient for a sample x i becomes the residual from the previous iteration, i.e. r i = y i − T (x i ). The standard CART (Classification and Regression Trees) [1] is applied to find a solution to Equation 7. The parameter d denotes the tree-depth. The GBRT has a weakness which lies in the inherent trade-off between the step-size and early stopping. To obtain the true global minimum, the step-size needs to be very small and the number of iterations becomes very large. This results in a large number of regression trees which essentially decreases the efficiency of the model fitting. To tackle this problem, we try to initialize the GBRT learning with a reasonable start point which is close enough to the global minimum. We borrow the idea in [12] , in which the Random Forests (RF) [2] method is applied for initialization. The Random Forests are considered to be a good choice as they are insensitive to parameter choices and offer low bias estimation as each of the tree is fully grown. One difference between RF and GBRT is that, in RF only K uniformly chosen features are evaluated to find the best splitting point for each split. Furthermore, unlike the sequential tree construction in the GBRT, the construction of a single tree in RF is independent from earlier trees, thus the algorithm is easily parallelizable. Only two parameters need to be tuned. M RF specifies the number of trees in the forest and K determines the number of features that each node considers to find the best split. As suggested in the original paper, we set K = √ f , where f is the number of features.
Initialized GBRT-based Ranking Model
The original GBRT is initialized with the average of the ground truth response, i.e. T 0 (x i ) =ȳ, whereȳ = 1 n ∑ n i=1 y i . Consequently, the initial residual is r i = y i −ȳ. To initialize the GBRT with a better guess more close to the global minimum, the responses of the RF are used as the initial point for GBRT. We denote this initialized GBRT as iGBRT. Algorithm 2 details the steps in iGBRT. The output of the final boosted classifier is actually the response of RF combined with the boosted regression trees.
We apply iGBRT to learn a discriminative score function for face alignment. Basically, the ideal score function should return higher values if the shape parameter is closer to ground truth than the others. We use the data sampling process as in Section 3.1 for obtaining the training data. However, instead of assigning ordinal class labels to the ordered pairs, we assign ranking labels to each of the data point. That means we assign y i ∈ {1, . . . ,V + 1}, where the data generated using the ground truth is assigned with the highest value, i.e. V + 1. The other samples in the same direction are assigned with V + 1 − ν, ν = 1, . . . ,V .
Face alignment is equivalent to maximizing the score for the regression trees with the constraint of the shape prior. We define the cost function as follows:
where β is the parameter that we estimated from the training data. λ i is the eigenvalue corresponding to shape parameter p i . As it is difficult to derive the analytical gradient for the learned objective function using regression trees, we use the Nelder-Mead simplex method [13] to minimize Equation 8 which only requires the evaluation of the cost function.
Experiments
The images for evaluating the proposed method are collected from multiple publicly available databases, including the FRGC v2.0 database [14] , the FERET database [15] , the IMM database [17] , and the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) database [9] . The collected images (see examples in Figure 3 ) are partitioned distinctively into four subsets. Table 1 lists the properties of each database and partition. We use Set 1 as training set and test the model fitting on all four data-sets. This setting ensures that we have two levels of generalization to be tested, i.e., Set 2 is tested as the unseen data of seen subjects; Set 3 and 4 are tested as the unseen data of unseen subjects. There are 58 manually labeled landmarks for each of the 1529 images. The images are down-sampled such that the facial width is roughly 40 pixels. In the first experiment, we evaluate the pairwise RAM using the PCT as feature. We denote this method as PCT-SVM-RAM and compare it with the method in [7] , which we name as PCT-SVM-BAM. Using Set 1, we train a shape model with 15 components preserving 95% of shape variations. The size of shape-free images is 30 × 30 pixels. For each image we select U = 10 random directions and in each direction V = 6 positions are evenly sampled. Including the position at ground truth, in total 6 adjacent ordinal pairs can be generated. The overall training set includes N = 24000 (400 × 10 × 6) ordinal pairs. The resulting ranking appearance model learns 100 weak rankers.
In testing, we randomly perturb ground truth landmarks at different noise levels for initializing each alignment. We repeat the random perturbation for each noise level multiple times on each test image in order to perform a statistical evaluation of the result. A fitting is considered as converged if the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the aligned landmarks and the ground truth is less than one pixel. The Average Frequency of Convergence (AFC) is used as the evaluation metric, which assesses the robustness of the alignment. The metric AFC is calculated as the number of converged trials divided by the total number of trials. The same termination condition is applied for the fitting procedure as in [7] .
The AFC curves for PCT-SVM-RAM and PCT-SVM-BAM in Figure 4 show that the pairwise RAM significantly improves the robustness of face alignment compared to the BAM. Especially, when we observe the AFC rates at 1.6σ (σ is the shape eigenvalue) noise level, PCT-SVM-RAM outperforms PCT-SVM-BAM by around 8.5% − 22.7% on different data-sets. The most noticeable performance gain is achieved for the test on Set 3, which implies that the PCT-SVM-RAM has much better generalization ability than the PCT-SVM- BAM on unseen data of unseen subjects. Improving alignment on Set 4 is difficult probably due to the limitation of the shape model learned on the Set 1.
The second experiment evaluates the pointwise RAM with regression trees and MCT used as feature. To assess the effectiveness of the RF initialized GBRT, we first compare the ranking performance for different models based on regression trees, i.e. RF, GBRT and iGBRT. The training data for building the regression trees is prepared according to Section 3.2.2. We again use Set 1 as training set to extract the training samples. As with the first experiment, we extract in total 7 samples in each direction including the ground truth. We set M RF = 100 and M B = 100. For GBRT and iGBRT, we set the tree-depth d = 4 and the learning rate α = 0.05. The testing data is extracted in the same scheme on all four data-sets. The ranking results are plotted in Figure 5(a) . From the plot we can observe that for all datasets, the ranking error rates of RF are always lower than GBRT. The bagging technique and low bias regression makes RF resist to overfitting. The iGBRT outperforms RF and GBRT consistently on all data-sets.
The superior performance of iGBRT is proven again in the face alignment experiments. The RAM based on Random Forest (MCT-RF-RAM) shows large improvement compared to the pairwise RAM (PCT-SVM-RAM). The most significant improvement is observed on Set 2, where MCT-RF-RAM obtains around 30% performance gain over PCT-SVM-RAM. It is found that MCT-RF-RAM already boosts the fitting performance to a large extend. The introduction of iGBRT-based RAM increases the robustness further. In order to show that iGBRT also works for the PCT feature based representation, we train regression trees on top of PCT features after RankSVM scores are obtained. Results (PCT-IGBRT-RAM) that are plotted in Figure 4 show further improvement over MCT-IGBRT-RAM. This proves that the unbinarized census transform provides additional discriminative information for training the regression trees-based RAM. Finally, in Figure 5 (b), we show the face alignment accuracy (pixel in average) of the converged trials with different models. The iGBRT-based RAM almost always outperforms the other models.
We analyse the computational cost for fitting different models in Table 2 . We run the fitting experiments on a machine with Intel Xeon CPU (2.93GHZ) in an unparallelized C++ implementation. The second row in Table 2 lists the average fitting time (in millisecond) on the images in Set 3. The third row shows their AFC rates at 1.6σ noise level. We observe that although PCT-IGBRT-RAM achieves better results than MCT-IGBRT-RAM, the computational cost for each fitting is much higher due to the projection step using RankSVM.
Conclusions
We investigate deformable appearance models for face alignment based on learning a ranking function. Two different learning schemes for the ranking problem are compared in this work. The first one considers ranking as ordinal classification problem. The PCT feature and RankSVM are used to build weak rankers and a strong ranking function is learned via boosting regression stumps. The second proposed ranking model is based on the gradient boosted regression trees. The random forests technique is used to initialize the GBRT training iter-ations. The initialization provides the GBRT with an initial estimation with low bias and requires less iterations to converge to the global minimum. We conducted experiments on four different data-sets. The results show that the regression trees-based RAM significantly improves the robustness and accuracy in terms of face alignment. Our best proposed model (PCT-IGBRT-RAM) boosts the alignment performance about 23.5% − 35.6% on different data-sets compared to the model based on pairwise ordinal classification (PCT-SVM-RAM).
